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Chair's Statement
This report details the trials and celebrations
of Plymouth Energy Community (PEC) during
our sixth year of business and of PEC Trust
during our first year as a charity. Upon reflection,
I am astounded by our formidable determination
to strive for more in such taxing times. As Chair,
and on behalf of all of our Trustees and Directors,
I proudly present this report to you, our members
and supporting organisations, for your approval.
With growing public concern around the climate
emergency, and Plymouth City Council’s
declaration to be carbon neutral by 2030, we are
an organisation perfectly placed to drive forward
the momentum needed to transform our city.
Working together with our growing network of
Our collaboration with European partners has
partners is essential to ensure no one is forgotten been extended through the SUNPeople project;
in the transition to a zero-carbon energy system. reducing carbon emissions from heating by
combining heat pumps and solar in an advice
Our new charity, PEC Trust, trading as Plymouth service approach.
Energy Community, allows us to access more
In response to the student climate strikes, we
funds and utilise new opportunities to improve
resident and environmental wellbeing. Plymouth have co-hosted workshops for younger
Energy Community (Community Benefit Society) residents to help them contribute to city-wide
is still an entity and we are re-shaping its purpose solutions. Our art and energy group are
to more efficiently achieve our overarching aims. developing a solar art installation. More
members of the community have donated their
time and skills to join our PEC Pals volunteer
We have completed our ambitious and awardprogramme, weaving a wonderful web of
winning Climate Active Neighbourhoods project energy conscious residents across the city.
on time and budget. Over 1000 households have
received personal visits from our Energy Team, We have started our venture into housing with a
resulting in significant financial and carbon
number of public events and our first
savings. By reaching so many people, we have
community-led zero carbon housing project is
encouraged an otherwise absent conversation
on the horizon.
about energy and helped address needs unmet.
These are busy and exciting times for Plymouth
Some of our Energy Team are working within
Energy Community. We prove that by improving
Livewell Southwest, allowing direct contact with lives and reducing carbon emissions, we can
break down barriers, unite together and build
those impacted by cold, damp homes. We
community resilience in the face of global
continue to provide the best help for each
adversity.
resident and deliver beyond expectations.

Ian Hutchcroft
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The Energy Team

Consisting of two project managers and six
advisors, our team provide a holistic support
package to residents experiencing energy issues
and associated poor living conditions. Our impact
figures reflect a changing trend in our advice
work, with a smaller overall reach (-40% against
2018) but in-depth advice provided to more
households (+20%). This results in significantly
increased savings to households (80%). This
years projects include:

Climate Active Neighbourhoods
Our biggest and most ambitious advice project to
date; we partnered with Plymouth City Council
(PCC) to support the delivery of EU Intereg
Climate Active Neighbourhoods (CAN) project,
reducing emissions in deprived neighbourhoods
using grass roots engagement strategies.
For 18 months, our Energy Team have tirelessly
provided free home visits to over 1000
households in Ham, Devonport and St Budeaux.
They have undertaken thorough assessments,
provided advice and installed small energy saving
measures suited to the needs of each household.
They have made hundreds of referrals to partner
support agencies, installed over 16,000 energy
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efficient lightbulbs, saved households an average
of £300per year and fitted enough draught
proofing to run the length of Plymouth
breakwater! All of the items installed and actions
taken as a result of the visits is expected to, over
the lifespan of the intervention, give £2.6m back
into the hands of residents. Our advisors take
into account people's daily challenges and offer
their time to listen and support. Feedback shows
that people feel listened to, are confident in the
solutions and feel more in control of their lives.
The lifetime carbon savings are equivalent to
charging 1.4 trillion smart phones or the annual
emissions of 3331 cars! Combine that with other
project partners and it shows improving energy
efficiency at basic levels has an impact. The
project won European-wide recognition with the
2019 Regiostar 'Building resilient cities' award.

Warm Homes Fund
Expanding our work at the interface of fuel
poverty and health service provision, we now
have three advisors working from within Livewell
South West (health care provider). This is
supported with a 2 year grant from National grid
and helps us reach those most in need.

The Energy Team

Southwest Vulnerable Customer
Affordable Warmth Campaign
For a second year, we have been contracted by
Western Power Distribution (WPD) to
coordinate the Southwest Vulnerable Customer
Affordable Warmth Campaign through which
nearly 1,600 vulnerable individuals have been
supported with energy issues. This includes
dedicated 1-1 support during 1,312 home visits,
resulting in total benefit of £507,989.50
(through fuel debt support, improved benefit
entitlement, energy efficiency measures/advice
and tariff switching).
Through the Affordable Warmth program, 608
residents have been referred to WPD's Priority
Services Register (PSR). This means that in the
event of a power cut they would receive special
assistance from the network operator. This
project was delivered by the Energy Team in
partnership with Community Energy Plus, South
Dartmoor Community Energy, Tamar Energy
Community, 361 Energy and Exeter Community
Energy. This programme has now been
extended to run between September 2019 and
March 2020.

Warm & Well
It has been another productive year for our Big
Lottery funded project, delivering significant
impacts for residents with disability and long
term health conditions. The team has worked
with 105 households in the last 12 months to
improve circumstances and the confidence to
manage in the future. 147 unhurried home visits
took place and 84 households were supported
through to independence, each of those saving
an average of £609 a year. Advisors provided
energy advice and secured 132 additional
benefits, ranging from charitable grants to food
bank vouchers.
Our feedback showed us:
81% felt more optimistic
74% reported better physical and/or mental
health
70% felt more confident to manage in the
future
67% said they could now afford their
energy bills better
Overall 1028 residents were supported by the
project and we continue to share their
experiences with policymakers.
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Participation projects
We know we need to make urgent changes to how we live and how
we use our planet's resources to avoid the worst impacts of
inequality and climate change but many people struggle to know
what role that they can play. This year, we have offered more
opportunities for people to get involved and make change happen.

Youth climate action

Lobbying government

Observing the frustration of
Plymouth's young people at the
student strikes, we partnered with
fellow social enterprise, Fotonow, to
explore ways to help get their
message across about climate action
in a constructive way, led by them.
We invited strikers to a workshop
following March’s strike and
discussed what they wanted to
change and ideas for how to do it.

On 26th June, PEC Trust members
joined over 12,000 people to take part
in 'The Time Is Now' mass lobby in
London. MPs were invited out to the
streets to hear pleas from
constituents about real action on
climate change and restoring our
environment. For many, this was the
first time they had been involved in
direct lobbying of government.

We ran a series of fun, relaxed and
interactive youth workshops for 11-17
year olds during the summer
holidays to look at how we change
the future and look after ourselves
whilst we do it. Entitled ‘Plymouth
declares climate emergency, so what
next?’, ‘Finding the tools for courage’
and ‘Visual Identity for climate action
projects’, the sessions were well
received.
We hope to source funding to
support our younger residents to
share knowledge about the problem
and find potential solutions, have
their voices heard and work together
to take action.
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As a result, we have had follow up
meetings with Plymouth MPs Gary
Streeter and Luke Pollard, both
wanting to engage and support our
work in new ways and asking for our
advice on their response to the
climate emergency. People power in
action!

Consultations
We respond to policy consultations to
ensure the voices of our community
are heard and that the reality of
impacts of policy changes are known.
This year we responded to two
consultations, the first was the
Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) Committee Inquiry on
Energy Efficiency.

Participation
projects continued
We urged government to align
policies and increase funding so
the scale of work needed in homes
could be met. We stressed the
importance of the role trusted local
organisations have in delivering
works and support to fuel poor
households. The resulting paper
went on to use PEC and PCC’s
relationship as an example of good
practice. We also responded to
proposed changes to the Fuel
Poverty Strategy for England by
illustrating shortfalls of the system
and making recommendations to
better serve residents .

PEC Pals
Our innovative volunteer training
programme continues to provide
opportunities for members and the
public to take part in our activities.
Ten more PEC Pals, with a wide
range of experience, have
improved their confidence and
skills around the local energy
transition, and are enhancing our
work and increasing our reach.
Our pals have organised drop in
events, used their skills in home
visits with advisors, referred
friends, initiated air tightness
surveys on homes, helped set up
a curtain bank to distribute
donated curtains to those without

them and participated in consultations
on community-led housing. Our next
programme targets student social
workers from Plymouth University,
providing them with an insight into
fuel poverty, the energy system and
experience that will support their
learning.

Art & Energy
Getting our message across through
creativity continues to reach more and
more people. Cold Realities, our photo
exhibition created alongside residents
in fuel poverty in 2018, has just started
a tour with the charity Energy Action
Scotland. It will be shown at Scottish
Parliament and other stakeholder
events.
After a year of working with Art &
Energy CIC to explore new solar
materials imaginatively, we have been
commissioned to create a new solar
artwork for the Illuminate festival.
Work is already underway on the
installation; we started by subsidising
a skills workshop for local people
to make small solar artworks that
can charge mobile phones. Next we
will tackle the larger festival piece.
The project aims to provide better
knowledge of renewables and
increase skills and confidence in the
community to handle it creatively.
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Innovation projects
To drive the change needed, we need to do things differently, and to
do things differently, we need to be innovative!

LED Schools

SUNPeople

Since last year, we have supported a
further five schools to install £101,524
of super-efficient lighting. This is at
no upfront cost to the schools, using
a 0% Salix loan scheme. To date, 11
sites have now saved £97,445.72.
Looking forward, they will save 3,213
tonnes of carbon and £894,680 over
the next 20 years.

We are part of a new Interreg
Europe project called SunPeople.
During the next 2 years, we will be
working with Plymouth City Council
and partners in France to explore
combining solar and heat pumps to
reduce carbon emissions from
heating.

Devon Retrofit
Cooperative
We recognise a gap in support for
people who would like to pay for
energy efficient retrofits of their
homes but don’t know where to start
or who to trust for advice or
installation. We aim to secure funds
to establish a Devon-wide, multistakeholder cooperative bringing
together local trades, professionals
and established energy advocates
under one umbrella identity and
administration.
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Heating our homes, businesses and
industry accounts for 46% of energy
used in the UK and 32% of our
carbon emissions. If solar energy is
used to provide the small electrical
input required to power a heat
pump, then we don’t need any fossil
fuels to heat our homes!
We want to provide an energy
service for residential and
commercial premises to test the
concept of combining heat pumps
and solar as a sustainable heat
energy solution and demonstrate a
clear commercial business case.

Community-led housing

We have held two community engagement
events to introduce the concept, gauge the
appetite for this kind of scheme and brainstorm
whats important locally. Since then we have
had over 50 people sign up to help with the
By creating genuinely affordable, healthy homes details; designers, founding members, investors
in the heart of Plymouth, our community can be and supporters and have run two planning
workshops.
part of the solution to tackle fuel poverty and
climate change. We want to:
Securing funding from the National Community
Land Trust network, Right to Build Foundation
Use excellent design and clean energy to
and Homes England has helped get things
build affordable homes fit for the future.
started.
Give local people the chance to choose a
comfortable home with low bills and a fair
We are really fortunate to have found a suitable
rent; one that supports a sustainable
lifestyle, promotes quality health and well- new build opportunity for our first project, likely
to be 38 dwellings, with a target completion of
being and importantly, provides a stable,
early 2021.
long-term home to be proud of.
Offer an ethical and innovative management
We are currently working with community
model that allows our community to buy
members to determine the governance
community shares and cooperatively run
this business, just like we do with our solar structure and form working groups.
installations. This way, local people can plan,
It's not too late to get involved, please contact
design and determine the outcome,
potentially earn a fair return and ensure any us if you wish to do so.
profits are re-invested to benefit the whole
community.
Fed up of seeing poor new build housing
efficiency standards, many terrible private rental
properties and lack of control for local people,
we want to change the system!
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Our new structure
PEC Trust

trading as Plymouth Energy Community
Charitable Company Limited by Guarantee

Plymouth
Energy Community
Community
Benefit Society

PEC
Renewables
Community
Benefit Society

PEC
Homes*

Community
Benefit Society

Ernsettle
Community Solar
Wholly-owned subsidiary
of PEC Renewables

During the past year, we have put considerable
effort into restructuring the PEC family of
organisations to allow us to continue to expand
our impact and meet our ambitions. This has
included setting up a charity and the groundwork for a sister organisation to deliver our
community-led, zero-carbon housing ambitions.
PEC Trust is now established as a Charitable
Company Limited by Guarantee, ensuring that
we maximise grant income and allow tax
efficient donations from PEC Renewables and
Ernesettle Community Solar.
We have migrated our membership to a twotier system of members and supporters. The
current numbers are 94 individual and
organisational members and 508 supporters.
The majority of our current projects have been
transferred to PEC Trust. PEC Trust, trading as
Plymouth Energy Community, is now the main
operating organisation.
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*Not yet established,
name indicative only

The future business of the original Community
Benefit Society will be reviewed by its
membership and Board early in 2020.
PEC Renewables will continue to fund and
install locally-owned renewable energy
schemes, with any surplus funds re-distributed
through PEC Trust’s projects. Ernesettle
Community Solar, as a wholly-owned
subsidiary of PEC Renewables, continues to
manage the Ernesettle solar array.
We plan to set up a new organisation for
community-led housing.
Every organisation will have its own Board,
rules/articles and accounts. Each contributing
in their own way to empowering our
community to create a fair, affordable, lowcarbon energy system with local people at its
heart.

Financial position summary
The Annual Accounts accompanying this report include annual accounts for both PEC and PEC Trust.
They show that PEC has been successful in maintaining its income streams and achieved a turnover
in 2018/2019 of £747,539 and its reserves have increased from £426,660 to £613,540.
In accordance with the establishment of PEC Trust, the Board have taken the opportunity to novate
the two loans of £500,000 from Plymouth City Council (PCC) directly to PEC Renewables so that
PEC no longer has to play a role in this arrangement. There have also been new management
services agreements set up between PCC and PEC Trust and PEC Renewables directly,
thereby minimising the need for the ongoing recovery of costs from Plymouth Energy Community.
In year, PEC donated £6000 to PEC Trust for start-up costs and have granted PEC Trust a further
sum of £174,500 since year end in accordance with the formal grant agreement between the two
parties, which will provide designated reserves and support for overheads during the transitional first
year.

Profit and loss statement (Plymouth Energy Community)
9102
/8102

8102
/7102

7102
/6102

6102
/5102

5102
/4102

4102
/3102
TURNOVER

£155,254

£201,271

£314,070

£500,545

£514,387

£747,539

OPERATING
SURPLUS

£22,038

£63,852

£183,086

£121,334

£34,980

£186,877

£22,133

£64,461

£183,574

£121,698

£34,983

£186,880

NET
SURPLUS

£22,114

£64,461

£183,476

£121,626

£34,983

£186,880

BALANCE
SHEET
RESERVES

£22,114

£86,575

£270,051

£391,677

£426,660

£613,540

SURPLUS
BEFORE
TAXATION
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The Board
During the past year, we have been reviewing
the composition of the PEC and PEC Trust
Boards. This led to some movement between
the two as interim measures. We now need to
re-confirm both Boards so they have the
appropriate skills and expertise going forward.
PEC Trust has a Board of Trustees. The Board is
made up of one Plymouth City Council
representative, up to six elected members and
up to four Trustees co-opted for their skills and
expertise. Under the PEC Trust articles, at the
first AGM, all trustees must stand down,
however they can stand for re-election. The
Trustees standing down are Barbara Hampson,
Dave Garland and Alistair Macpherson. I am also
stepping down but putting myself forward for
re-election. There are six member vacancies.
Plymouth Energy Community (Community
Benefit Society) has a Board of Directors. Under
PEC Rules, each year, one third of our elected
Directors must stand down. The Directors
standing down this year are Simon Nicholls,
Charlotte Holloway and Dave Pearce. Chris
Penberthy was co-opted back to the PEC Board
during the year and is standing for election as a

member. There are two member vacancies.
For both Boards, the number of nominations
are the same as the number of vacant
positions, therefore we do not require a full
ballot and the candidates shall be deemed
elected, providing ten members or more affirm
the candidacy, by show of hands at the AGM.
We applaud PCC’s declaration of climate
emergency and strong determination to unite
the city to work together to bring about the
urgent change needed to address the climate
crisis. We are grateful to all levels of the
council's management who recognise the vital
impacts of our activities and special thanks
goes to the hard work and dedication of the
Low Carbon City and Business Teams.
Most importantly, on behalf of my fellow
Directors, I would like to extend a big
thank you to you, our members. Without your
support I would not be offering this report to
you today. Be proud that you stand for a global
movement of change and are contributing to
making the well-being of our community the
heart of our energy future.

On behalf of the Board and staff of Plymouth Energy Community,
I therefore commend this report for acceptance and approval by our members.

Ian Hutchcroft,
Chair, Plymouth Energy Community
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